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Agenda

I. President Trump – Increased Import Duties? How can 
the President Increase import Duties and will 
Congress pass a Border Tax?

II. Import Enforcement -- Can Customs stop Sports 
Industry Imports under the New Forced Labor Laws? 

III. IP Protection – How can you protect your brand from 
Infringement?
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President Trump Can Build A Wall 



• NAFTA Revocation – Maybe
• NAFTA Increased Duties – Yes 
• Safeguard Actions – Yes but not Easy
• Unfair Trade Actions 
• Trading with the Enemy Act
• International Emergency Economic Powers Act
• WTO and Other FTAs

Presidential Authority to Increase 
Duties on Imports 



Can President Trump Make Mexico Pay 
for the Wall?



• Not a Tax on Imports

• Relates to Tax Deductions 

• Provides benefits for US Sourcing and Exports 

What is the proposed Border Tax and 
Will it Pass?



Border Tax – Examples
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• House - Support

• Senate - Questions

• President - Possible

• Industry - Mixed bag

• Coalitions

• Studies

Border Tax – Will it Pass



• Global Supply Chain Mapping 

• Congressional Action

• Consumer Support

• Targeted Defenses – Best Offense is a Good Defense

• Supply Chain Management and Alternatives  

How Does the Sports Industry Prepare?
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Counterfeits Create Huge Losses for 
US Business and Consumer Harm 
April 18, 2016: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) published updated counterfeiting / piracy 
report: 

• Trade in counterfeit goods increased by more than 80% between 2008 and 2013 to more than $461 billion.

• Counterfeits represent over 2.5% of global trade.

• Total value of IPR-related seizures (MSRP) in 2014: $1.22 Billion

• US: No. 1 country whose companies had their intellectual property rights (IPR) infringed in seizures conducted between 2011 –
2013.

• Counterfeits harm public safety by creating dangerous products (medicines, electronics, food and toys).  Example: ChapStick® 
is one of the most popular products to be counterfeited.

Int’l AntiCounterfeiting Coalition:  “Wearing apparel and accessories, as a category, continues to be the number one 
commodity classification based on number of seizures.” http://www.iacc.org/resources/about/statistics

Dep’t of Homeland Security:  Total Value of IPR-infringing Goods Seized, Originating from China in 2014 (including Hong Kong): 
$1.08 Billion http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2014%20IPR%20Stats.pdf 



Counterfeit Products Categories 

http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2014%20IPR%20Stats.pdf



Protection Starts with Domestic 
Trademark Registration 

• US trademark rights arise from use of a mark “in commerce.”
• Words, logos and trade dress (non-functional designs) serving as 

source identifiers can be registered. 
• “Intent to use” application may be filed in the US for a mark not 

currently in use if there is a bona fide intent to use the mark in 
commerce and such use is made within statutory time periods. 

• Registration provides nationwide constructive usage of a mark as of 
the application filing date.  This serves as a basis for asserting 
infringement against unauthorized subsequent users of the mark.

• Caution: Unlike the US, most countries permit registration based on 
first-to-file, creating strong incentives for counterfeiters to jump in with 
bad faith registrations in countries like China and Mexico. 



US Registration – Remedies for 
Counterfeiting
• Counterfeit = “spurious mark which is identical with, or substantially indistinguishable from, a 

registered mark.” 15 U.S.C. §1127 

• Where infringement involves the use of a “counterfeit” registered mark, statutory damages between 
$1,000 - $200,000 may be awarded, along with reasonable attorneys’ fees unless the infringer 
proves extenuating circumstances.  Where counterfeiting is willful, statutory damages may be as 
high as $2 million per violation.

• Treble damages also available where counterfeiting is willful. 

• A “violation” exists for each category of product—not the number of products—used with each 
separate registered mark.  The number of units involved will influence the range of the award.  E.g.: 
Seizure of 500 hats, 250 shirts and 150 bags all bearing a single counterfeit New York Yankees logo 
= three violations.  If $200,000 were awarded per violation = $600,000.

• Additional remedies include: Ex parte seizures, impoundment and destruction of counterfeit goods.

• Default judgments entered against prime infringers are rarely collectable.  Secondary liability 
(contributory infringement) of landlords/flea market operators who repeatedly lease to known 
counterfeiters can provide monetary recoveries. 



US Customs & Border Protection
Recordation
• Inexpensive, powerful tool to exclude counterfeit imports at the border.

• Permits recordation of US registered trademarks and copyrights.  https://iprr.cbp.gov/   19 
C.F.R. Part 133. Fee: $190 per Class in registration.

• Term is same as for USPTO registered mark and can be renewed when USPTO registrations 
are renewed. 

• CBP national database available at all ports of entry.

• Trademark owners must provide CBP with the following information: legitimate countries of 
manufacture; authorized foreign licensees, manufacturers, distributors and importers; 
product/packaging images and details.

• Providing additional data significantly aids CBP’s effectiveness: known infringers and 
counterfeit sources; product authentication guides/training manuals to be shared with law 
enforcement; common routes of transit for authentic goods; specific ports where authentic 
goods enter the US; how authentic goods are shipped into the US including modes of 
transportation, containers, box sizes, coding, etc.; covert labeling where brand owner uses 
labeling as an authentication layer.



CBP Detention Based on Recordations

Detain products 
suspected of bearing  
counterfeit version of 
recorded mark for up 
to 30 days.

Notify importer 
about the 
detention.  Seven 
business days’ 
response time.  
CBP must provide 
either unredacted 
photos of goods or 
a sample to the 
importer.  

CBP will notify mark owner of 
detention and provide limited 
information on detained 
goods.  If importer does not 
timely respond, CBP is 
authorized to provide 
additional information, 
including redacted photos of 
detained goods removing 
identifying information.  
Owner may request sample 
upon posting bond.



CBP Seizures Based on Recordations

Immediate seizure of 
goods bearing 
counterfeit marks.

Trademark owner notified and provided 
w/in 30 days: date of importation; port 
of entry; description of goods including 
quantity; country and origin of the 
goods; names/addresses of 
manufacturer, importer and exporter.  
Photos may be provided. Owner may 
request sample upon posting bond. 
Owner has 30 days in which to consent 
to importation of the goods.

https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/photo-gallery 



Facilitation and Trade Enforcement 
Act of 2015 (H.R. 644/S. 1269)
Signed by Pres. Obama Feb. 24, 2016. Reinforces CBP efforts to protect U.S. economic security through trade enforcement, engage with 
private sector,  and modernize/streamline processes. Enhances CBP’s efforts to combat importation of counterfeit goods and protect IPR 
holders.

• Tariff Act of 1930 is amended: Upon suspicion that merchandise is being imported into the U.S. in violation of U.S. trademark or copyright 
infringement laws, CBP “shall provide the trademark or copyright owner any information appearing on the merchandise and its packaging 
and labels, including any unredacted images of them, if testing by the owner would assist in determining a violation. The CBP shall not 
provide such information if it would compromise an ongoing law enforcement investigation or national security.”

• New National Intellectual Property Rights Coordination Center established by Homeland Security to coordinate U.S. activities “to prevent the 
import and export of goods that infringe intellectual property rights”:

 Coordinate investigation of sources of merchandise that infringe IP rights “to identify organizations and individuals that produce, smuggle, or 
distribute such merchandise”;

 Training with other domestic and international law enforcement agencies on investigative best practices;

 Coordinate activities to prevent importation/exportation of merchandise that infringes IP rights;

 Support international interdiction of merchandise destined for US that infringes IP rights;

 Collect/ integrate information regarding infringement of IP rights from domestic and international law enforcement agencies and other non-
Federal sources; 

 Organize/disseminate information regarding infringement of IP rights to and with other agencies; 

 Alert system to target repeat infringers; and

 Coordination with US Attorneys on investigation/prosecution of IP infringement related crimes.



Protection Abroad: Chinese Registration and 
Customs Recordation 
• Chinese Customs permits recordation of Chinese trademark registrations to block exports.

• Official recordation fee a/o 2016 was RMB800 (about USD $130) per registration (China does not permit multi-
Class registrations).

• Need to provide: power of attorney for local counsel, copy of mark owner’s certificate of formation/incorporation, 
and copy of Chinese of Certificate of registration.   

• Process takes about  30 days.  Paperless since 2014. 

• Recommended to provide additional information to avoid seizure of owner’s own products: 

1. Names of the legitimate users in China;

2. Types of legitimate users (manufacturer, importer-exporter, licensee); 

3. Scope of products allowed to be used by legitimate users; and

4. Specific periods of authorized uses.

• Chinese Customs will notify local counsel/agent of record of detention of suspected goods, providing customs 
declaration and waybill data.

• Owner must respond within three working days of receipt of notification.  If owner advises goods are counterfeit, 
Chinese Customs will seize them and a deposit fee/bond will be required. 
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Copyright

• An expression of an idea in a fixed, tangible form
– Only the expression is covered, not the idea itself
– Protects original works of authorship against unauthorized 

reproduction, distribution or display
– Examples: Literature, music, movies, computer programs, works of 

art, toy designs, video games



Copyright Enforcement

• Two types of Copyright Enforcement Actions
– Clearly Piratical
– Possibly Piratical 

• (Special detention procedures in 19 C.F.R. § 133.43)
– Legal Standard is the same for both types: “Substantial Similarity” 

and the “Ordinary Observer Test”
– Piratical Copies of recorded copyrights are subject to seizure 

under 19 U.S.C. § 1595a(c)(2)(C) for a violation of 17 U.S.C. § 602



• Treatment of Goods for which Copyright is Pending 
(Sec. 304)
– CBP was tasked with drafting and implementing new 

regulations that treat applicants for a copyright in the 
same manner as holder of an existing copyright, by 
August 24, 2016

– On September 12, 2016, CBP began accepting online 
applications for recordation of unregistered copyrights.  
These recordations are valid for 9 months, with a possible 
90 day extension.

Trade Facilitation and Trade 
Enforcement Act of 2015



Why is this change important?

• Average time for electronic copyright registration at the 
Copyright Office is 6 to 10 months

• Under old rules, you could not record your copyright until it 
was registered at the Copyright Office

• Official CBP policy is that “possibly piratical” copies of 
works that are not recorded with CBP should not be 
detained or seized.

• This led to a gap in coverage during application period, 
which TFTEA has closed.



• Exchange of Information between CBP and IP Rights 
Holders (Sec. 302)
– CBP was granted additional authority to provide samples 

of potentially infringing goods to IP owners to determine 
violations

– Similar to CBP’s final rule for the disclosure to the rights 
holders of samples of goods suspected of bearing 
infringing trademarks, published on September 18, 2015
• The new rule will extend to additional intellectual property

Trade Facilitation and Trade 
Enforcement Act of 2015



Contacting the Copyright Owner

• Under the old CBP rules:
– CBP has 5 days from presentment to examine the merchandise
– CBP may work with the right holder during this period, but was 

subject to certain limitations:
• Could ask only general questions
• Could provide digital images only if all identifying information is redacted 

(i.e., barcodes)
• Could provide a sample if a bond is posted and all identifying information is 

removed
• Answers must be received from the rights holder within 5 days.



• Exchange of Information between CBP and Rights Holders
– If merchandise imported into US is:

• Merchandise of foreign manufacture and bearing a trademark owned in the 
U.S. and registered with the USPTO

• Infringing “importation or exportation of copies or phonorecords”
• Circumventing copyright protection systems

– And CBP concludes that testing of the merchandise would assist in 
determining if imported merchandise violates an applicable statute,

– Then CBP:
• Shall provide information that appears on the merchandise and its packaging 

and labels, including unredacted images of the merchandise and its packaging 
and labels to the owner of the trademark or copyright.

• May, subject to any applicable bonding requirements, provide unredacted 
samples of the merchandise to the owner of the trademark or copyright.

Trade Facilitation and Trade 
Enforcement Act of 2015



• Timing of the new Exchange of Information Rules
– Congress directed CBP to publish regulations or 

procedures no later than Feb. 24, 2017.
• No interim regulations have yet been published.

– The Priebus Memo, issued an Jan. 20, 2017, will likely 
delay any publication of a new rule.

Trade Facilitation and Trade 
Enforcement Act of 2015



Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA)

• Prohibits importation of devices that circumvent copyright 
protection systems
– Involves certain types of “freeloaders”, “game enhancers” 

and “mod chips” 
• A device is considered violative if:
– primarily designed or produced for circumventing
– has limited commercially significant purpose, or
– is marketed...with knowledge...for use in circumventing



DMCA Enforcement Action

• Current statutory authority: 19 U.S.C. § 1595a(c)(2)(C) 
for a violation of 17 U.S.C. § 1201

• TFTEA Sec. 303 modified the statute to provide notice 
to parties potentially injured by these devices

• Congress directed CBP to publish regulations or 
procedures no later than Feb. 24, 2017.
– No interim regulations have yet been published.
– The Priebus Memo, issued an Jan. 20, 2017, will likely 

delay any publication of a new rule.



Exclusion OrdersExclusion Orders



ITC Exclusion Orders

• Issued for violations of Section 337 
of the Tariff Act of 1930 
– Generally patent-based, but can be used to protect 

trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets
– ITC can also apply to unregistered trademarks under the 

prong for “unfair methods of competition and unfair acts”, 
thus providing a potential remedy where Customs 
recordation cannot.

• An Exclusion Order directs CBP to exclude certain 
articles from entry into the USA
– Order can be either “general” or “limited”



• Under current CBP regulations, the IPR Branch is 
responsible for determining whether an imported good falls 
under the Exclusion Order issued by the ITC.
– Examination of detained goods
– Consideration of Ruling Requests
– These are “ex parte” procedures

• CBP is working on an NPRM for an “inter partes” procedure
– Would allow rights holder and accused infringer to meet in an 

administrative proceeding
– Proposed as a faster alternative to CIT and CAFC procedures
– CBP intends to publish NPRM in Federal Register “soon”

“Inter Partes” Regulation



Forced LaborForced Labor

Jerry Malmo, Director, Civil Enforcement Division, U.S. CBP



Nearly 21 million people - 3 out of every 1,000 people worldwide - are victims of 
forced labor across the world, trapped in jobs which they were coerced or deceived 
into and which they cannot leave

• 18.7 million (90%) are exploited in the private economy by individuals or 
enterprises. Of these, 4.5 million (22%) are victims of forced sexual exploitation 
and 14.2 million (68%) are victims of forced labor exploitation in economic 
activities, such as agriculture, construction, domestic work or manufacturing.

• 2.2 million (10%) are in state-imposed forms of forced labor, for example in 
prisons, or in work imposed by the state military or by rebel armed forces

Forced Labor Statistics



Forced Labor Statistics

Number of forced laborers per region. Source: ILO.org



• Section 910 of the Act repeals the “consumptive demand” clause in 19 U.S.C. §
1307
– Repeal effective March 10, 2016

Consumptive Demand Clause
“[I]n no case shall such provisions be applicable to goods, wares, articles, or 
merchandise so mined, produced, or manufactured which are not mined, produced, 
or manufactured in such quantities in the United States as to meet the consumptive 
demands of the United States.”

19 U.S.C. § 1307

Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015



“All goods, wares, articles, and merchandise mined, 
produced, or manufactured wholly or in part in any 
foreign country by convict labor or/and forced labor 
or/and indentured labor under penal sanctions shall 
not be entitled to entry at any of the ports of the 
United States, and the importation thereof is hereby 
prohibited…”

Section 307, Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1307)



“All work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any 
penalty for its nonperformance and for which the worker does not offer himself 
voluntarily…”  19 U.S.C. § 1307

Merchandise not entitled to entry:

• Slave labor

• Prison/convict labor

• Forced child labor

• Indentured labor under penal sanctions

“Forced Labor” Defined



19 CFR § 12.42
• CBP acts on information

• “Any port director or other principal Customs officer”

• “Any person outside the Customs Service”
– For example: Human rights, labor rights civil society organizations, or member 

of the trade.

Anonymous submissions may be reported via the e-Allegations Online Trade 
Violation Reporting System at https://apps.cbp.gov/eallegations or alternatively to 
trade.enforcement@cbp.dhs.gov. 

Receipt of Information



19 CFR § 12.42(b)

Every such communication shall contain, or be accompanied by:
(1) a full statement of the reasons for the belief;
(2) a detailed description or sample of the merchandise; 
(3) all pertinent facts obtainable as to the production of the merchandise abroad

Reporting Suspected Forced/Forced Child Labor 



19 CFR § 12.42(e)

• When information reasonably but not conclusively indicates that merchandise 
within the purview of 19 U.S.C. § 1307 is being, or is likely to be imported, the 
Commissioner may issue withhold release orders (WROs)

• Withhold release orders are internal instructions to all port directors to withhold 
release of specific merchandise into the U.S. commerce pending instructions from 
the Commissioner as to whether the merchandise may be released otherwise than 
for exportation

Withhold Release Orders



19 CFR § 12.43

• Merchandise subject to withhold release orders or findings will be withheld from 
release at all ports of entry.

• The importer may contend, within 3 months after the date of importation, that the 
merchandise is not produced by a prohibited form of labor
– Submit a certificate of origin signed by the foreign seller
– Submit a detailed statement demonstrating the goods were not manufactured 

with forced labor

Merchandise Subject to Withhold Release Orders



19 CFR § 12.44

• The importer may export the merchandise to a location outside the United 
States

• The detained shipment will be excluded from entry if:
– The importer fails to either re-export the detained shipment or timely furnish 

the required Certificate and Statement
– CBP determines the proof submitted by the importer does not establish 

admissibility of the merchandise
– The importer may protest exclusions under 19 USC 1514

Disposition of Detained Merchandise



• If the proof submitted by the importer to effect release of the shipments is 
deemed satisfactory, then the goods will be released
– CBP will consider if the agency should move to revoke the withhold 

release order or finding

• Merchandise withheld subject to a finding may be subject to seizure
– An importer may challenge a seizure by filing a petition with CBP

Disposition of Detained Merchandise (continued)



19 CFR § 12.42(f)

• If the Commissioner is provided with information sufficient to make a 
determination that the goods in question are subject to the provisions of 19 U.S.C. 
§ 1307, i.e., probable cause, the Commissioner will publish a formal finding to that 
effect in the Customs Bulletin and in the Federal Register

• Probable cause may also be established by an ICE/HSI investigation

Findings



• CBP acts on information concerning specific manufacturers/exporters and 
specific merchandise.  The agency does not target entire product lines or 
industries in suspect countries or regions.

• CBP encourages the trade community to closely examine their supply 
chains to ensure goods imported into the United States are not mined, 
produced or manufactured, wholly or in part, with prohibited forms of 
labor, i.e., slave, convict, forced child, or indentured labor.

• CBP partners with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement and other 
participating U.S. government agencies to investigate forced labor 
allegations.

Key Points



Newest Withhold Release Orders

CBP lists all withhold release orders and findings on CBP.gov



CBP cannot act alone to prevent the practice of forced labor. 
CBP relies on everyone's help in combatting forced labor 
through detailed and accurate reporting of both infractions 
abroad and known bad actors in importers' supply chains. 

• Dept. of Labor and Dept. of State Forced Labor and Human 
Trafficking

Call To Action 



Resources 

• For more CBP information:
– www.CBP.gov
– Forced Labor: www.cbp.gov/trade/trade-

community/programs-outreach/convict-importations
– e-Allegations site: https://apps.cbp.gov/eallegations
– U.S. National Action Plan on Responsible Business 

Conduct
– Sweat and Toil: smartphone app



Thank You!Thank You!


